WEB DEVELOPER INTERN
ESN Italy is searching for a motivated and dedicated person who loves communication and
international environment. ESN Italy aims to promote Erasmus+ and help international
students doing their exchange in Italy.

Main task and responsibilities:
The intern will help the IT team of the organization in the following task:
-

Creation and maintenance of basic website contents (web pages, blog, etc.);

-

Webapp and software creation and management;

-

Development of IT services.

Required skills:
-

Italian B1 or English B2;

-

Google App: Drive, Gmail, GDocs;

-

Javascript Languages (Typescript preferred), JSON;

-

DybamoDB;

-

Amazon Web Services;

-

PHP, HTML, CSS Languages;

-

MySQL Database;

-

Multitasking, proactivity and ability to work in a team.

Desired skills:
-

Basic knowledge of Drupal;

-

Familiarity with WordPress;

-

FTP;

-

Experience in ESN or other NGO;

-

Former Erasmus experience is a plus.
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ESN Italy will provide the intern with necessary tools for work, the monthly Rome travel card,
an ESNcard (ESN membership and discount card) and assistance in finding suitable
accommodation in Rome. There is no financial compensation for the internship, and ESN Italy is
accepting applicants with the Erasmus+ internship grants.All candidates must meet all the
necessary requirements to work in Italy.
ESN Italy is accepting applications on a rolling basis. Working hours are flexible and they can
range from part-time to full-time commitment according to the agreement between ESN Italy
and the trainee. Duration of the internship can range from 4 months to 12 months and the
beginning is also agreed between the trainee and ESN Italy.

In order to apply for the position send an email with attached your CV
and motivation letter to applications@esn.it.
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